
 

 

 
 

Mama Does Time: A Mace Bauer Mystery 

 

 

1) The author is a Florida native, with memories of a different state than the crowded, 

Disneyfied Florida that exists today. How do you think those feelings played into the 

creation of fictional Himmarshee, Fla? Is there a place like Himmarshee that you feel 

nostalgic about? 

 

2) How are Mace Bauer and her mama different? How are they the same? Which character 

do you like more? 

 

3) Mace can fight off an alligator to rescue Mama, but she has trouble wrestling her love life 

into submission. Is it realistic that such a strong woman would have a flawed romantic 

life? 

 

4) Compare and contrast Mace and her two sisters, Maddie and Marty. How important to the 

book is the bond between Mama’s three grown girls? 

 

5) Mace suspects Jeb, the heartbreaker cowboy, in the murder of Jim Albert, yet she still has 

feelings for him. Is this realistic? Have you ever been attracted to someone you know is 

bad for you? 

 

6) If you were Mace, which beau would you choose: Jeb Ennis or Detective Carlos 

Martinez? 

 

7) What purpose do you think the beauticians and the setting of Hair Today Dyed 

Tomorrow serve in the story?   

 

8) If you were Mace, would you have gone to that remote golf course at dusk to meet 

Mama’s boyfriend, Sal Provenza?  

 

9) What did you learn about Florida from reading MAMA DOES TIME that you didn’t 

know before? What surprised you about the state as it’s described in the book?  

 

10) Do you know anyone like Mama in real life? 

 

11) Were you surprised when Mace took in Emma Jean Valentine’s cat? What does it reveal 

about Mace’s character? 



 

12) If you had to choose three words to sum up Mace’s character, what would they be? How 

about Mama’s? Or Carlos Martinez’s? 

 

13) Were you surprised when Jim Albert’s killer was revealed?  


